
The food industry is the common name used 
to enclose food and beverage industries. It’s 
a large segment with a lot of applications. 
In these industries, there’s laboratory, factory 
and sometimes warehousing applications. 
Generally, trucks are working in 2 shifts but 
for some companies who are working in the 
brewery domain, due to seasonal demand, 
they can work in 3 shifts to provide markets 
need.  There are outdoor and indoor applica-
tions depending on the industry and applica-
tion in question.

In production services, there are a lot of elec-
tric forklifts between 1400 to 1600 kg used 
to move merchandise shift after shift. Fork-
lifts are generally equipped with clean solid 
tires. Floor conditions are very clean within 
hygiene controlled areas with painted floors 
or tiled floors. In the warehouse, depending 
on the size and activity of the company, there 

are many different types of forklifts in opera-
tion, including warehousing machines, which 
stock merchandise. Gas or electric forklifts, 
between 2000 and 2500 kg, are fitted with 
solid tires are used to stock merchandise. 
The bigger forklifts, ranging from 6,8 to 10 
tonne capacity, operate on industrial tires or 
press on bands and are used to load trucks 
or trains, for example within a brewery. In 
such loading applications, forklifts can be fit-
ted  with special equipment and attachments 
to allow the forklifts to load two or four pallet 
at a time and load trucks faster. Floor sur-
faces tend to be concrete or coated floors 
or, in other words, very abrasives surfaces. 
Companies within the food and beverage in-
dustry are sensitive about their brand image. 
A lot of their customers visit their operations 
and, therefore, their sites, machines, employ-
ees and vehicles must reinforce their brand 
image and maintain a level of professionalism. 

Common Forklifts
 q Linde
 q Still
 q Jungheinrich
 q Toyota
 q Yale
 q Caterpillar
 q Mitsubishi
 q SMV
 q Mora

Common Rubber compound 
 q Clean (non Marking)
 q Standard (Black)

Common sizes 
SC20 solid tire

 q 125/75-8
 q 180/70-8
 q 140/55-9
 q 6.00-9
 q 6.50-10
 q 225/75-10
 q 7.00-12
 q 250/70-15
 q 8.25-15

Conti RT20 industrial 
 q 225/75-10
 q 250/75-12
 q 8.25-15
 q 12.00-20

Press on Bands
 q 16x6x10 ½
 q 18x7x12 1/8
 q 28x10x22
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Tire Needs

Low rolling resistance To reduce fuel consumption in Electric forklifts

Low heat buildup Combined with low rolling resistance is low heat buildup. The 
cooler a tire operates the longer it will last and is less prone 
to premature failure due to delaminating

Cut & chunk resistance Due to impacts from running over expansion joints in floors 
and floors in reefer trucks, as well as dock plates or guards, 
the tires must have good cut and chunk resistance.

Clean compound Clean (Non-Marking) tires must not leave black marks on the 
floor or carbon dust in the air.

Long tread life

Good traction These lift trucks operate in a variety of applications. Wet floors 
and freezer applications are very common conditions.

Continental offering and benefits

MC20 & MH20 Standard Compound 
Due to the tires Natural rubber compound the 
MC/MH20 tire offers exceptionally low rolling 
resistance and low heat buildup. This relates 
to extended tire life and reduced costs per 
hour. (More hours in between changes and 
lower fuel consumption).

SC20 Standard Compound
Due to the tires Natural rubber compound 
the SC20/SH12 tire offers exceptionally low 
rolling resistance and low heat buildup. This 
relates to extended tire life and reduced costs 
per hour. (More hours in between changes 
and lower fuel consumption).

SC20 Clean Compound
Continental’s Clean compound offers non-
marking performance. The tire, due to being 
reinforced with Silicates rather than Carbon 
Black, will not leave black marks on the floor. 
The Clean compound also offers low rolling 
resistance and low heat buildup.

ContiRT20
Continental’s premium radial lines offer ex-
tended life over a cross ply tire, improved 
driver comfort and greater protection against 
flat tires. When used with the TSR system 
immediate flat tires are eliminated. Another 
advantage of the Continental radials is the 
substantially reduced rolling resistance over 
a cross ply tire.  

Value of Continental Rep
Every Continental Industrial Tire sales representative is trained and experienced in lift truck tire ap-
plications and fully understands each and every fleet’s needs. Continental sales reps are available 
to make accurate and fact based recommendations to maximize the lift truck fleet performance.


